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What is Zeke’s 
-  A live music, performing arts, and community center 
-  Main Floor: 1591 sq. feet 
-  Mezzanine: 333 sq. feet  
-  Capacity: 

-  Standing: 365 people 
-  Seating: 200 people 
-  Seating w/tables: 100 people 

Situa&on	  Analysis	  



Target Audience: ISU Students & Local Bands 
 
Competition: M-Shop, some bar venues 
 
Current State: 
-  Plateau of clients renting the space 
-  Lack of Awareness due to small advertising 
-  Great Reputation: Best venue in town - 8.5/10 overall 

Situa&on	  Analysis	  



Goal 1: Improve the organized structure/routine for shows 
held at Zeke’s. 
 
-  Objective: Increase the percentage of shows that do 

advertising one week in advance by 50%. 
 
-  Objective: Increase the pool of volunteers to five people 

per task by the week of November 20. 

Goals/Objec&ves	  



Goal 2: Establish valuable relationships in the Ames Community. 
-  Objective: Create five new relationships/partnerships in the 

Ames community by the week of November 20. 
 
Goal 3: Raise awareness of Zeke’s on the Iowa State Campus. 
-  Objective: Have an event that makes over 100 impressions in 

the Iowa State community, and garners 30 Iowa State 
attendants. 

Goals/Objec&ves	  



Strategy: Use existing methods and social media one week 
prior of events to promote. 
 

Strategy: Make all members of the community aware of the 
opportunity to serve at Zeke’s. 
 

Strategy: Get in contact with some of the major businesses 
and organizations near and related to Zeke’s. 
 

Strategy: Plan themed concert and advertise it on campus. 

Strategies	  



Talk to Scott to post concert announcements on billboard one week 
in advance, and encourage him to train others to be able to post. 
 

Distribute fliers in the dorms (Union Drive, MWL, Towers) for 
events. 
 

Talk to one of the volunteers about doing social media for each 
event. 
 

Create Google Spreadsheet to track all advertising done for events. 
 

Talk to Scott about emailing volunteers regarding Planning Center. 

Tac&cs	  -‐	  1st	  Strategy	  



Talk to Matt about emailing Stonebrook Community Church (SCC) 
for volunteers. 
 

Ask SCC to make an announcement before next service for 
volunteers. 
 

Post need of volunteers in SCC bulletin. 
 

Talk to Scott about making training process for new incoming 
volunteers in different tasks. 

Tac&cs	  -‐	  2nd	  Strategy	  



Contact SUB in the MU to connect with Scott and look for more 
event opportunities. 
 

Contact Hy-Vee in west Ames to seek advertising possibility. 
 

Contact Frank Rieman for possible advertising deal and equipment. 
 

Contact Russell Nollen Studio, Arc Recording, and Alexander 
Recording Kompany for advertising studio recording for bands. 
 

Contact GENRE for partnership in band showcases/events. 

Tac&cs	  -‐	  3rd	  Strategy	  



Have meeting with Zeke’s board about budget for event. 
 

Create a flier the week of Oct. 14 for the Nov. 8 event. 
 

Hand out fliers in front of Parks Library. 
 

Distribute fliers throughout the residence halls. 

Tac&cs	  -‐	  4th	  Strategy	  



Got the billboard posting events in advance. 
 

Distributed fliers to dorms about events. 
 

Setup social media position on PC. 
 

Promoted events on social media. 
 

Made Google Spreadsheet for tracking. 

Results	  -‐	  1st	  Goal	  



Sent out mass email to SCC asking for volunteers. 
 

Made announcement before service. 
 

Had announcement in bulletin. 
 

Scott made a plan to train volunteers.  

Results	  -‐	  1st	  Goal	  



Visited SUB office in MU.  
 

Visited Hy-Vee in west Ames. 
 

Emailed studio and music businesses in Ames: 
-  Alexander Recording Kompany 
-  Russell Nollen Studio 
-  Rieman Music.  

Results	  -‐	  2nd	  Goal	  



Supported GENRE’s showcase event. 
 

Made 2 fliers to distribute. 
-  GENRE showcase 
-  General Zeke’s Ad 

Results	  -‐	  3rd	  Goal	  



Handed out fliers in front of Parks Library on Nov. 13. 
 

Handed out fliers in MU. 
 

Distributed around 150 fliers  
 

All fliers were handed out. 

Results	  -‐	  3rd	  Goal	  



Pictures from GENRE showcase: 

Results	  -‐	  3rd	  Goal	  



Final	  Summary	  
Increased the amount of events that advertised one week in advance by 90%. 
 
 

Made over an estimated 7,500 impressions through flier distribution (unrelated 
to GENRE event). 
 
 

Over 100 people attended GENRE showcase. 
 
 

Created two new relationships for Zeke’s (GENRE & Russell Nollen Studio).   


